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7. Repair: Existing metal counter flashing and install seam tape on face for field membrane 

to be adhered over the Shear Skirt and up the vertical walls as a self-flashing onto the 

existing counter flashing metal face.  

8. Install: Optional separator layer: if chosen over the existing roof 

1. 2001 Co. Gravel Mat 

2. Weighted Cover Board Dens Deck, Cement Board, or equal. 

3. Rigid roof insulation boards expanded polystyrene 1-lb. minimum density or ISO are 

loose laid and weighted in place with a weighted cover board.  

9. Loose Lay: 60mil. C-EPDM Waterproofing Membrane over the existing roof assembly 

and optional separator layer.  

10. Attach: Field membrane to perimeter Shear Skirt Air Seal with 4” seam tape on the 

interior edge. Totally adhere the field membrane over the remainder of the Shear Skirt 

and up the parapet wall on top of the existing counter flashing metal. Seam tape is used to 

attach the base flashing membrane to the face of the metal wall counter flashing.  

Note: A finish term bar on top of base flashing is not necessary if a 2001 Co. Wind 

Vented Self-Drying Wall Flashing is going to be used.  

11. Install 2001 Co. Wind Venting Equalizer Valves™ for wind uplift transfer and continual 

drying of the wet roof substrate to 2001 Company’s Equalizer Valve Placement diagram. 

12. Finish Flash perimeters and penetrations to 2001 Co. details.  

13. Provide walk-way pads, equipment sleepers, oil drip pans, safety equipment, and other 

roof top accessories to building owner’s requests. 
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Wind Vented Self-Dying Upper Parapet Wall Membrane Waterproofing 

14. Install: A self-drying Wind Vented reinforced EPDM upper parapet wall and cap 

membrane flashing above the base flashing to 2001 Co. details in the following manner:  

1. Install term bar tape under front and back sides of the parapet cap and at 4’ (four 

foot) increments vertically on the parapet wall.  

2. Install 4” (four inch) EPDM in seam tape on the top of the base flashing for 4’ (four 

foot) increments with a 6” (six inch) gap for water weeping and air exchange intake 

along the top of the base flashing. 

3. Hang: The upper parapet wall reinforced membrane flashing loose over parapet and 

seam tape bottom edge to base flashing with the 6” (six inch) weep between 4’ (four 

foot) adhered strips. 

4. Term bar: The flashing membrane under the existing clay cap edge on the roof side.  

5. Totally Adhere: The remainder of the membrane to the top of the cap and down the 

parapet cap face. 

6.  Term bar: The exterior side of the cap membrane under the cap with 2001 Co. 

Termination Bar into the middle of the top brick to limit spalling.  

Note: Black term bar makes a beautiful finish. 

7. Install smile face vent in vertical wall top according to the 2001 Co. design.  

8. Install vertical term bars 4’ (four feet) on center over pre-installed term bar tape. 
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15. Provide the Owner with the following Warranties and Riders 

1. 2001 Co. Perpetual Care – Labor and Material Warranty 

1¢ per sq. ft. per year  20 year = 20¢ per sq. ft. 

Roof area and Flashing = _________________ sq. ft. x 20¢  = $__________ 

2. Self-Drying Rider 

A. For Roof.…………………………………………... FREE 

B. For Walls.………………………………………….  FREE 

3. Hail Damage Rider …………………………………… FREE 

A. 2” Hail      for 60 mil. C-EPDM  

B. Unlimited Hail  for 90 mil. C-EPDM  

4. Wind Rider for 100MPH  5¢ per sq. ft.  

5. Wind Blown Debris and Puncture Rider FREE with 90Mil C-EPDM (Mark-up 

20%) 

 


